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Introduction
Voting is social work. Voting is a fundamental right of citizenship, hard-won by
people of color, women, and immigrants over the course of United States history. The
extent to which voting is woven into our individual and collective identities as U.S.
citizens is shown by the many benefits voting provides. Voting can improve personal
wellbeing by lessening mental health consequences related to marginalization and
oppression (Sanders, 2001), and by providing a personal sense of empowerment
(Davis, 2010). Increased voting can benefit communities by resulting in increased
community resources (Martin, 2003; Martin & Claibourn, 2013). Voting is one of
the most direct levers affecting social work policy. Simply put, social welfare policy
reflects the views of those who vote. For example, an increase in participation by lowincome voters leads to policies that reduce income inequality (Avery, 2015), and result
in greater spending on healthcare for low-income children, higher minimum wages,
and more regulations of predatory lending (Franko, 2013). Addressing these issues,
at the personal, community, and national levels, lies at the heart of social work as a
profession.
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The National Social Work Voter Mobilization Campaign (NSWVMC), begun in 2016,
aims to sharpen social work’s focus on voting by:
• raising awareness of the importance of voting to social work practice and social
policy;
• supporting the integration of voter engagement activities into class and field
education for all micro and macro students;
• providing information about voter mobilization skills and strategies to field
instructors, agencies, students, and faculty; and
• ensuring that all people who are served by social workers have access to the
vote (NSWVMC, n.d.).
The Council on Social Work Education (CSWE), the North American Network of
Field Educators and Directors (NANFED), and the National Association of Deans and
Directors (NADD) have all endorsed this vital Campaign (NSWVMC, n.d.).
How Agencies Can Empower Voters
As reflected in the goals of the NSWVMC, field education is a critical part of social
work’s ability to mobilize voters. Knowing how to get started is an important step.
Many field educators, instructors, and agencies might not know exactly what they can
and cannot do regarding politics and voting. Many agencies are unaware that nonpartisan political participation is a legitimate and legal activity for non-profit agencies, or
that not all people with criminal convictions are unable to vote (this varies widely by
state) (NSWVMC, n.d.). The NSWVMC website, www.votingissocialwork.org, offers a
wide range of resources, from policy papers to step-by-step instructions, to help field
educators assist agencies to become involved with voter empowerment. Just a few of
the suggested activities include:
• asking clients if they are registered to vote;
• helping clients register to vote either online or by mail-in form;
• checking registration status at client’s current address and voting requirements
at vote.org;
• helping clients sign up for voting reminders at turbovote.org;
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• helping clients determine who their elected representatives are and research
their policy positions and voting records;
• inviting elected officials to your agency;
• reaching out to local partners for candidate guides/resources;
• getting copies of the ballot before the election from the town clerk’s office;
• reminding and encouraging clients to vote; and
• creating a culture of voting in your agency and community (NSWVMC, n.d.).
How Field Educators Can Help
Field educators are uniquely positioned to assist in voter mobilization efforts. Field
educators can support voter mobilization by offering training and CEUs to field
supervisors that provide resources to support the above activities. They can hold
forums or public events inviting all candidates on the ballot to speak about relevant
social issues. Field educators can also bring content on voting into the field seminar to
build student political efficacy and to directly connect voter engagement to social work
practice. Finally, field educators can ask students to partner with their field instructors
to design ways to integrate voter engagement into agency services (NSWVMC, n.d.),
thus fulfilling the macro-practice requirement for field education.
Field is where social work education actually connects with the clients that it aims
to serve, making it a front-line for voter engagement activities. In order to support
these activities, NSWVMC has gathered various free resources on their website
votingissocialwork.org. Some of the many resources include online tools, such as links
to online voter registration sites (if available within the state), an online resource to
check if individuals are registered to vote, a tool for reminders for elections, and a
website that helps voters compare candidates. They also offer webinars, videos, and
podcasts as well as research, books, blogs, and articles regarding voter empowerment
and voter mobilization. Finally, individuals can visit the webpage and pledge to
participate in this important work, which may involve anything from providing
information to students to officially endorsing NSWVMC.
In addition to providing these resources, NSWVMC is also working to address many
misconceptions around voter empowerment, such as the propriety of field agency
involvement. The key is to be non-partisan. These activities may not, and should not,
support or endorse any particular party or candidate. The sole purpose of this project
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is to provide people the tools, education, opportunity, and motivation necessary to
support their full participation in the democratic process—regardless of their views
on particular issues or candidates. Providing resources, such as information regarding
upcoming elections, or directing or helping a client become a registered voter are nonpartisan activities and are entirely appropriate and legal activities (Rome, Hoechstetter,
& Wolf-Branigin, 2010). Lane, Humphreys, Graham, Matthews, and Moriarty (2007)
advise that creativity is required when trying to spark a culture of participation in the
election process, as methods need to be tailored to each population.
Conclusion
Empowering clients to see the worth of voting and participation in the processes
of governance can be a difficult and nuanced process, but the benefits and positive
outcomes for individual clients, their communities, and the country as a whole are
incalculable.
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